Enrollment for Fall Term

Dr. Compton Asked To Resign

Institute Affairs, Says Physics
Research Associate At Interview

Ras. Q. Petrol Upsets All Plans; Picks Beauty Contest Winner

Administration And Scholarship
In Same Hands

As an aftermath to the recent, un-precedented (in flux of Electrical Engineering student) to Technology which resulted in making the E.E. staff and coursework largest at the Institute, Research Associate J. Water-

Petrol. (Physicist) has recently been selected as Executive Vice-

President, who would become Presi-

dent of the Institute. Mr. Petrol’s resignation. This move is, of course, designed to give the E.E. administrative as well as scholastic control of the Institute.

The “stalemate between the talk and the cgs systems cannot con-}

continue indefinitely,” said Mr. Petrol at his press-conference yesterday; under my plan the blame will lie entirely with the E.E.’s. 

The E.E.’s themselves, still lit up and the Institute co- 
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